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EXCLUDING the present Justices, eighty-four men have served as members

of the Supreme Court since its first term in 1790. Of this number, at least two-
thirds put on their black faille robes, drafted their opinions and, after their
deaths, fell into the minor figure file of American history, along with the
generals, financiers and Congressmen who also had a moment of importance
on the national scene and were quickly forgotten. Only three Justices have
become popular culture heroes in a class with the \Vashingtons, Websters and
Lees-John Marshall, Oliver Wendell Holmes and Louis D. Brandeis. Perhaps
a dozen more have emerged as great judges in the considered opinion of law-
yers, historians and political scientists, a judicial roster which would include
men like Story, Miller, Bradley and Cardozo. Apart from this minority, most
former justices appear in our historical records and are known to the educated
citizen only as part of a nine-some.

By and large, judicial biography has tended to follow these natural divid-
ing lines. There are several Holmes biographies,' collections of his essays,2

civil war letters 3 and correspondence with contemporaries, 4 and the first vol-
ime of a definitive life study is soon to appear.5 John Marshall is the subject

of a four-volume portrait,0 several biographies and special studies,7 a three-
volume collection of biographical-analytical essays s and a new set of essays
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"re-appraising" Marshall's work from the perspective of the 1950's. 9 Justice
Brandeis is the subject of three books by one author alone,10 and the most com-
prehensive of these has recently been re-issued during the Brandeis Centennial,
along with a flurry of magazine articles and newspaper tributes celebrating the
anniversary. In addition, a book based on the Brandeis' judicial papers, here-
tofore closed to researchers, is now in press."

Once off this special plane, there are single biographies (occasionally treat-
ment by more than one author) of Justices like William Howard Taft,'12

Stephen J. Field, 13 William Johnson, 14 Roger Taney,15 Benjamin R. Curtis,16

Melville Fuller,17 Samuel Miller Is and Morrison Waite,19 and such "lesser"
figures as George Shiras, Jr.,20 John Campbell, 2' Nathan Clifford, 22 John Mc-
Lean,23 William Paterson 24 and James M. Wayne.2 5 In all, some thirty-five
Justices have been dealt with in about one hundred book-length studies, with
biographies of David Davis, Joseph Bradley, John Marshall Harlan and others
in various stages of progress. To the catalog of published works can now be
added Alpheus T. Mason's life of Chief Justice Harlan Fiske Stone, certainly
the most important judicial biography to appear since the publication of Merlo
J. Pusey's Pulitzer Prize volumes on Charles Evans Hughes.

To review Professor Mason's volume adequately requires some background
in the types of judicial biography which have been written. Apart from col-
lections of essays and "lives of the Chief Justices,' '2 6 four main styles have
developed. First is the "Life and Correspondence of. . . " a nostalgic recol-
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lection usually written by a member of the Justice's family or a close personal
associate, with interspersed selections from the letters and public papers of the
judge. 7 As a rule, this type of volume appears shortly after the death of the
Justice, contains little critical comment and is primarily of value for the per-
sonal papers it reproduces. Second is the published doctoral dissertation or
Iawyer-political scientist study which focuses on the legal philosophy of the
Justice.2 8 Usually entitled, "The Constitutional Doctrines of . . ." or "Mr.
Justice... and the Supreme Court," it opens with an introductory biographi-
cal chapter sometimes only a few pages in length, followed by an analysis of
the Justice's opinions by subject-matter or a reprinting of representative
opinions with introductory comments. Increasingly, volumes of this sort are
appearing while the biographee is still alive .2

The third type is the personal biography, in which the man's life and public
career are presented, but his work on the Supreme Court receives little or no
treatment.30 In some cases this is because the Justice was on the Court only
for a year or two and had his main career in another area; in other cases the
Court period is significant, but the biographer is not equipped professionally
to deal with the Court years and contents himself with stringing out quotations
from key opinions for a chapter.

Fourth, there is the full-scale judicial biography.3 ' Here the man's formative
years, his political career, his appointment to the Supreme Court, his judicial
service and, if such, his post-Court activities all receive proportionate and
adequate treatment. Within this category there has emerged a special sub-type,
the "legal biography," which is primarily focused in emphasis and writing style
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around the judicial materials, frequently because the subject's main contribu-
tion lay in his service on the Court.32

It is in this last group that Professor Mason's book on Stone belongs, a
choice of format probably chosen, in part, from the nature of the papers which
Professor Mason was given by the Stone family. Stone kept carbon copies of
many of his letters, in which he wrote frank and revealing comments about the
conduct of his judicial associates. Joining the Court in the era of the law clerk
and secretary, Stone left bulging files on the cases that came before him-files
that included drafts of opinions, detailed memoranda by Stone about points
involved in the cases, notes on Court conferences and slip sheets with comments
written by fellow Justices on the development of that opinion. Twenty-two
law clerks, men whose one year with a Supreme Court justice was etched
sharply into their memories, provided a wealth of detail and anecdote which
Professor Mason sought out and reproduced. Finally, the author combed
through the best of law review comment on the workings of the Court during
these years, contemporary editorial comments and a wealth of secondary litera-
ture, all of which is used selectively and to great advantage.

The result of this source material is a big book--809 pages of tightly-packed
text-a book which earns its place on the shelf of every constitutional law
teacher, specialist in Supreme Court history and student of the judicial process.
For a view of how the Supreme Court Justice decides a case, how he is acted
upon and moulded by the conference and in his relationships with fellow Jus-
tices, how legal doctrines are developed and undeveloped within the Court, how
ambition, conviction and self-restraint interplay in the mind of a judge-for
all these processes, there is a wealth of choice data in Harlan Fiske Stone. For
a graphic view of the New Deal's collision with the Supreme Court, the "show-
down" fight and the eventual triumph of "old wine in new bottles" (to use the
author's phrases), this is an unsurpassed source book. And for the picture of
a triumphant majority of New Deal appointees painfully searching, with much
intramural conflict, for a positive judicial ideology to replace the "old guard"
jurisprudence they had defeated, Professor Mason's book is the fullest account
yet to appear.

Beyond this, controversy over Harlan Fiske Stone begins. This reviewer's
reaction was that Professor Mason was, to some extent, buried under the
mountain of rich materials he was given. If two hundred pages had been taken
out of the Stone biography and the detailed materials used for articles in law
reviews and scholarly journals, Professor Mason's book would not have bogged
down in the center as it does now. Perhaps if he had not had so much data on
the Court years, so many drafts and memoranda and letters-and had not used
so much of this-Professor Mason would have produced a companion book to
his own Brandeis, A Free M1lan's Life, a warm and balanced portrait of a man
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and a judge. Instead, it is hard to resist the feeling that in the present study
neither man nor judge has been portrayed with complete success.

As a man, Harlan Fiske Stone never comes through with the clarity and
fullness that we find in Henry Pringle's life of Chief Justice Taft, in Willard
King's portrayal of Melville Fuller or in Mason's Brandeis. Despite some two
hundred pages of pre-Court biography and forty-two pages devoted to Stone's
interests as gourmet, sight-seer and art connoisseur, the essence of Stone's per-
sonality flits elusively through the book, peeking out momentarily from a foot-
note and hiding in a shadowy incident never quite illuminated. Stone's educa-
tion and early life are chronicled, outlining Harlan Stone as New England
schoolboy, young law teacher, Law School Dean, -World War I administrator
involved with conscientious objectors, and United States Attorney General.
For the Supreme Court period, several revealing "themes" about Stone are
developed. There is Stone as a conservative, shaking his head ruefully at many
New Deal measures, yet defending New Dealers, nonconformist "pests" and
radicals in their "reasonable" legal rights, as well as criticizing the blind con-
servatives within his own party. There is Stone as the judicial craftsman, hew-
ing to the careful, even "heavy," opinion in the face of the flashing scalpel-
work of Holmes and the imaginative reconstructions of Brandeis, insisting to
his liberal colleagues that traditional doctrines and interpretations be used to
meet the new emergencies. There is also the picture of Stone in the 1940's as
a mellowing, nostalgic "left-over" of the Hoover period, his hard-won prin-
ciples branded as demeaning compromises by associates who were once his law
students or young New Dealers. Likewise, Stone is seen as a less than brilliant
administrator in the Chief Justiceship, encountering great difficulties and widen-
ing cleavages in his attempt to "mass" the Court. But these images only pose
more questions and serve as intellectual appetizers. The core of Stone's per-
sonality, the well-springs of his actions remain clouded.

Professor Mason is more successful in his five hundred and fifty pages deal-
ing with Stone as part of the Supreme Court. Through letters, quotations of
opinions, pen-sketches of Stone's contemporaries and historical resumes, the
setting of the Court and its operations come through nicely. Holmes, Brandeis
and Cardozo, Stone's partners in dissent, are fully treated, and their relations
with Stone make good reading. Similarly, the evaluation of the New Deal
appointees, particularly Black, Douglas and Frankfurter, is well made. The
point at which one becomes uncomfortable with Professor Mason's account is
just beyond this, in the many pages dealing with the "conservatives" of the
Court. Mason depicts Hughes as a crafty and deliberate Machiavellian, assign-
ing himself the liberal opinions in order to win personal glory, or when he
wished to fulfill his "real" self by voting with the reactionaries, making another
Justice face the storm of protest in writing the opinion. That this estimate was
made by Irving Brant 13 and was, to some extent, shared by Stone himself at

33. P. 316.
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the time,3 4 should not relieve a biographer writing from the perspective of
twenty years of the duty to assess the merits of the charge, particularly in light
of the evidence in the Hughes biography,35 pointing to a far different evalua-
tion.

In the same way, Roberts is described as devious and deceptive, a man who
like Hughes, sought to hide behind the "veil of liberalism"36 1 but really went
about consciously trying to suppress liberalism on the Court. The two men are
accused of engaging in "shifty judicial behavior" and having "no consistent
principles, 3 7 attributes which Professor Mason describes repeatedly, and al-
ways in savory rather than scholarly language.

Of course. Professor Mason is entitled to his assessment of Hughes and
Roberts, but the terms in which he frames his assessment are arguable. If he
had described Hughes and Roberts as stand-patters, or as moderate progres-
sives, or as semi-enlightened conservatives, few readers would challenge the
propriety of the estimate. Rather, Professor Mason chooses to make honesty
and motivation the central issues. His guidepost seems to be the statement that
those who opposed Stone and the liberals did so "to satisfy the purblind de-
mands of practical politics."38 In the sense that this suggests Republican-
Democratic allegiances, it weakens the structure of Professor Mason's discus-
sion of the Court in action. That Chief Justice Hughes might have had con-
victions, that he might have followed a conscious policy of assigning opinions
to keep the lines of division at their narrowest, that he might have been honor-
able in his attempts to move the Court forward slowly in a catapulting decade-
these possibilities receive no consideration whatever. The same is true of Justice
Roberts, whose motives are never given with the same clarity and insight re-
served for the later "anti-Stone" actions of Justices Black and Douglas. The
latter emerge as men with deep predilections-but always honest ones. Only
Hughes and Roberts are denied the explanation of being men caught in the
bonds of legal and moral prepossessions; only with those "right of center" is
all politics, economics and vanity.

When it comes to assessing the delicate question of the Supreme Court's
effect on American politics, Professor Mason at one point completely misses
the mark. In the 1924 election, he writes, "Robert M. La Follette, a life-long
Republican and Progressive presidential candidate, could, by making an issue
of the judicial veto over congressional legislation, attract four and a half million
votes." 39 This is a surprising statement to find in a book written by someone
as well versed in the realities of American politics as Professor Mason. Of
course, the Court's decisions did figure in the 1924 Progressive Party platform
and La Follette's speeches, but so were they raised in 1896 (when Bryan at-

34. P. 460.
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tacked the Court's income tax and injunction decisions) and in 1912 (when
Theodore Roosevelt championed recall of judicial decisions). But students of
American politics know Bryan's votes to have stemmed out of a farmer-debtor
protest and Roosevelt's third-party support to have come from the city-re-
formers, imperialists and muckrakers attracted to his cry for the "New Na-
tionalism." Likewise, La Follette's votes came from the farm revolt of the
1920's and isolationist aspects of this vote, from widespread labor unrest which
led the AFL leaders to break with their long-standing policy of not endorsing
political parties, from socialist voters who joined the Progressive camp, and
from city reform elements who saw no hope in the "two old parties." To talk
of "the line of the Supreme Court" in solitary fashion as the cause of La Fol-
lette's showing seems very much like calling one part, one relatively minor part,
the whole.

40

Another criticism of the Mason section on the Court years is that the
author's critical comments, apart from personal assessments and scene-set-
ting, are restricted largely to adjectives telling us that an opinion was "self-
righteous," a quip "irreverent," a question "plaintive" or a biographer's con-
clusion "lame." Aside from this type of interjection, Professor Mason must
have decided that the materials spoke for themselves and that a skillful arrange-
ment of newspaper commentary and law review quotation developed the argu-
ment well enough. If this is so, it seems a pity, since the chapters on the Court
years fairly cry out for concluding paragraphs which do not merely remind
the reader of what was in the chapter.

There is also a question of propriety which deserves to be raised in a review
of Harlan Fiske Stone. The Stone Papers are now deposited in the Library
of Congress, with the stipulation that their use be restricted until 1975.41 Pre-
sumably, this is to protect the Justices with whom Stone sat and the judicial
process itself from the untimely publication of confidential letters and state-
ments. Indeed, many Justices went further than Stone and destroyed all or
part of their papers-for example: Wayne, Miller, Lurton, Peckham, White,
McKenna, Cardozo and Robert Jackson.42 Justice Brandeis divided his papers
into two groups: his personal papers, which he gave to the University of Louis-
ville Law School, and his judicial papers which he put into the hands of Justice
Felix Frankfurter and which have remained closed until 1954. One may argue
that total destruction of the papers of Justices is a grave loss to American his-
tory and unnecessary for the protection of the judicial process. This is par-
ticularly true when one realizes that, unlike the case of the State Department or

40. This reviewer would be the last one to minimize, when properly defined, the in-
fluence of the constitutional decisions of the Supreme Court on third party movements and
protest groups. See Westin, The Supreme Court, the Populist Movement, and the Cam-
paign of 1896, 15 J. oF PoLITIcs 3 (1952).

41. Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Location of the Personal Papers of
Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court, Case File Memorandum, 1956.

42. Ibid.
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administrative agencies, there are few files of the Court itself, and the papers
of individual Justices are the only full records of the Court's internal business.

A time restriction on judicial papers, however, is both wise and proper.
But in seeming conflict with the time restriction on Stone's papers, Profes-
sor Mason has chosen to publish comments of Justices still on the court in
regard to specific cases and about continuing constitutional issues. Such pub-
lication, it seems clear, places on the public record thoughts and statements
by a Justice which he did not intend for public view during his lifetime-state-
ments which could prove distinctly embarrassing to him should cases come be-
fore him involving the same issues. Professor Mfason's use of the intra-Court
observations of justices Black, Frankfurter, and Reed in Ex parte Quirin 43

pointedly illustrates that situation.44 Likewise, Mason's use of the intra-Court
correspondence on the Roberts retirement in 1945,45 while helpful in explor-
ing Stone's abilities as Chief Justice, is a use which Stone himself would prob-
ably have deplored. When former law clerks gave out "tittle-tattle" which ap-
peared in print, reporting Stone's views as to other Justices, Stone branded
such publication as "embarrassing and troublesome," tending "to degrade the
Court and its members in the minds of many thoughtful people."46  Since
justices involved in the Roberts incident are still on the Court, Stone could
well be speaking to his own biographer.

Clearly, the primary responsibility in closing judicial papers rests on the
Justice himself. Where the papers are given to a selected biographer, either
by the Justice or his family, there would also seem to be an independent re-
sponsibility on the part of the biographer to exercise discretion in what he re-
produces. Professor Mason, if he wanted to publish in 1956, could easily have
avoided using materials involving present justices or held off publication until
those Justices had retired or died. One of these courses of conduct would seem
called for by the special nature of the Supreme Court, and it is hard to see
that either scholarly analysis or biographical essence would have suffered in
Harlan Fiske Stone from such treatment.

In conclusion, it would be fair to say that Harlan Fiske Stone is a treasure-
store of Supreme Court history, a book filled with much good writing, ard a
useful portrait of the man characterized quite accurately by Professor Mason
as a "pillar of the law." It is also fair to say that other books on Stone and the
"Stone Court" can still be written, and that Harlan Fiske Stone should be a
caution that the writing of extended histories of the Supreme Court may not
be consistent with the special demands of biography, even judicial biography.

ALAN F. WESTINt
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